
 
Ensemble Costume for Burgundy, Cherry, Daisy and Emerald Groups: 

 
Burgundy, Cherry, Daisy and Emerald Group cast members have one ensemble costume.  Your costume is “play 

clothes” and each cast member is responsible for providing this costume.  MYART is providing baseball props 

(caps, pom-poms, etc) for the baseball scene. 

 

The “play clothes” ensemble costume for the Burgundy, Cherry, Daisy and Emerald Groups is a plain, brightly 

colored plain tee-shirt, and plain brightly colored contrasting shorts, pants or skirts, socks and sneakers.  No 

stripes, patterns or logos, and no basketball type, board shorts or gym type shorts.  All solid colors are 

acceptable but excluding neon, black, white, gray and denim and no yellow tee shirts, since that shirt color 

is reserved for Charlie Brown.  Think bright crayon colors.  The shorts should be long enough to be visible 

under the tee shirt.  Really short shorts/skirts will not be approved.  Shoes should be sneakers (hightops ok), no 

dance shoes or sandals. 

 

Note:  If you are wearing a skirt as your ensemble costume, you will need a pair of shorts for the baseball 

scene. 

 

COSTUME CHECK for Burgundy, Cherry, Daisy and Emerald is November 10TH during the scheduled Group 

times.  Cast members need to wear their costume to this rehearsal. 

 

The tee shirts and socks should be really easy to find, just think solid and bright colors.  The shorts are much 

more challenging since most of the shorts at the Target and similar stores either have stripes or are of the 

basketball type. 

 

I found an enormous selection of appropriate tee shirts and several shorts in various colors at the T-Shirt 

Wholesale Outlet in Fountain Valley, on Talbert across from the Costco.  The address is 11060 Talbert Avenue, 

Fountain Valley, CA 92708 and their phone number is (714) 434-1560. 

 

For internet shoppers, I found these sources for inexpensive plain, brightly colored shorts: 

 

Search “Augusta jersey shorts” – you will find shorts in various sizes and colors.   

www.champion.com 

 

If any of you find other local or internet sources for shirts, shorts, socks or sneakers, please email 

costumes@myart.org and we will let everyone know. 


